Maia 93.67 Release Notes
IDEADEV-42137 IDEA deadlock
IDEADEV-40651 'Select word' (ctrl+w) should select closure content at one of steps
IDEA-26947

Do not report warnings about unknown html tags

IDEADEV-41762 Run Configurations: Replace Working directory textfield with combobox with $MODULE_DIR$ macro
predefined
IDEADEV-40965 Groovy: "Convert to String" intention applied for multiline GString literals with backslash at the end of a
line produces senseless code
IDEADEV-42081 UML toolbar should not be disabled when I click to project view
IDEA-27013

flex: good code red: metadata tag with empty argument list

IDEADEV-42131 dynamic properties for groovy scripts broken in 9.0
IDEA-27006

flex: introduce variable generates red code for method call expression returning vector (from library swc)

IDEA-27005

flex: introduce variable fails for method call expression returning vector (from source in same module)

IDEADEV-41243 IDEA keeps adding groovy library to module with groovy classes.
IDEADEV-42125 Import popup keeps appearing, making it impossible to open other popups
IDEADEV-40659 When calling a method expecting groovy.lang.Script from script, 'this' argument is erroneously highlighted
as incompatible type
IDEA-26986

Target device compatibility is broken if custom SDK add-on is installed

IDEADEV-42120 Groovy integration: sometimes IDEA overrides .class files (created by Groovy compiler) during the "make"
phase before Run/Debug
IDEADEV-42087 PIEAE at com.intellij.extapi.psi.PsiElementBase.getContainingFile
IDEADEV-42074 CCE at com.intellij.lang.javascript.search.JSClassSearch.getUseScope
IDEADEV-42086 CCE at com.intellij.lang.javascript.generation.JSNamedElementNode.getParentNodeDelegate
IDEADEV-42108 JS extract method should generate void method for a property assigment expression
IDEA-25696

Moving a single line moves two lines and to the wrong place

IDEADEV-41934 Groovy: statically imported class without package prefix is not resolved if all static members of the class
are imported
IDEADEV-42042 IDEA-9 - method separators in Groovy classes don't render properly
IDEADEV-42107 Compiler: cannot neither stop compilation nor exit IDEA when compilation has started and waiting for
refresh to finish
IDEA-26982

DataSource UML Diagram

IDEADEV-42117 Focus does not come to menu
IDEADEV-41906 AE at com.intellij.ide.util.treeView.AbstractTreeUi.initRootNodeNowIfNeeded
IDEADEV-29963 JSF: recognize implicit objects in el expressions in faces-config.xml
WI-810

Warning about undefined method missed

IDEADEV-41967 Idea fails to load the "Select Path" window with file listing when editing the path variable
IDEADEV-42059 CME at com.intellij.openapi.vcs.impl.VcsInitialization.execute
IDEA-26729

hibernate: good code red: 'Basic' attribute should not be 'Long[]'

IDEADEV-42064 spring 3.0: yellow code by default for new spring namespaces (no DOM provided by plugin)
IDEADEV-42097 Idea 9 Grails Project w/nested plugins will not configure correctly
IDEADEV-39499 Grails: global plugin artifacts are not resolved

IDEADEV-39908 Grails: non-default paths to plugins install directories are ignored
IDEA-26963

Idea hangs while indexing env.rhino.js

